Abstract. A sufficient condition is given for a family of compact analytic spaces to be complete. This condition generalizes to analytic spaces the Theorem of Completeness of Kodaira and Spencer [6]. It contains, as a special case, the rigidity theorem proved by Schuster in [11] .
Introduction. If X is a family of deformations of a compact complex manifold, X0, parametrized by a germ of complex manifold, (S, 0), Kodaira and Spencer have proved in [6] that X contains all small deformations of X0 (i.e. is (locally) complete) provided that the Kodaira-Spencer map p0: T0(S) H1(XQ, 0O) is surjective. This condition is equivalent to the statement that X contains all deformations of X0 parametrized by the analytic space, D, whose underlying topological space is a point, and whose structure sheaf is the ring of dual numbers. The paper [6] appeared before Kuranishi's Completeness Theorem [7] , [8] . A very simple proof can be given of the Kodaira-Spencer Theorem if we use Kuranishi's result. We give this proof in §1.
If A0 has singularities, it is quite plausible that an analog of the Kuranishi space exists; but, at the moment, no proof exists. A formal analog of the Kuranishi space can be shown to exist, however. In this paper we will prove a generalization of some results of Artin [1] which will allow us to prove the completeness theorem using this formal analog.
The Theorem of Completeness is useful in answering questions of whether a certain property of A0 is shared by all small deformations of X0-for it allows one to recognize that a family of spaces having the special property is complete. We have used the theorem in this way in our paper [13] . Some applications are given in §4.
I am indebted to Michael Artin for a sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.2.
1. Quasi-representable functors. By a family of compact complex analytic spaces, we mean a pair of analytic spaces A, S together with a flat, proper morphism 7r: A->-S. If A0 is a given compact analytic space, a family of deformations of A0 is a family, (A, n, S), of compact spaces together with a distinguished point sQe S and a fixed isomorphism i: X0 -> XSo (XSo is the fibre of n over s0). An isomorphism of families of deformations is required to be compatible with the given isomorphisms i. Since all considerations are local with respect to S, we identify a family with its restriction to any open neighborhood of the distinguished point s0. Thus, following Grothendieck [4, , we define a contra variant functor, from the category of germs of analytic spaces to the category of sets by &(S, 0) = set of isomorphism classes of germs of families of deformations of X0 parametrized by (S, 0).
If (S\ 0) -> (S, 0) is a morphism, the map ^(S)^^(S') is given by the fibre product. We call F the deformation functor of X0. An analytic algebra is a local C-algebra which is the quotient of a ring C{xu ..., xn} of convergent power series. The category st of analytic algebras (the morphisms being C-algebra homomorphisms) is dual to the category of germs of analytic spaces [4, . Thus, alternatively, Iß may be considered as a covariant functor, F, from the category s/ to the category of sets.
In general, the functor F will not be representable-even if A0 is a manifold (see [14] ). However, Kuranishi has essentially proved the following (see [7] , [8] and [3]):
If X0 is a compact complex manifold, F the deformation functor of X0, then there is a pair (A, f) with A es/, f e F(A) such that hA{B)->F(B),f^F(f)(e,is Notation. We will always use D to denote C[t]j{t2) or the corresponding germ of analytic space.
For A es/, hA(D) is naturally isomorphic to the Zariski tangent space of the analytic germ corresponding to A. If A0 is a complex manifold, F(D) may be identified with H\X0, 0O) (see [4] and [14] ). hA(D) -> F(D) is, with these identifications, the Kodaira-Spencer map. Thus, for arbitrary A0, hA{D) -> F(D) plays the role of the Kodaira-Spencer map. F(D) has, in fact, a vector space structure (see [10] ), as does hA(D); the map is a vector space homomorphism. We will now collect some results about morphisms in s/. Proposition 1.3. Iff: A~> B is a morphism in s/ such that fa) is surjective, then f is surjective.
Proof. Take a basis for <SRAj'HR'A and pick representatives in SDiY We obtain an epimorphism C{x} -> A which is an isomorphism mod <HJlA. Thus, for A es/, we may find a regular A es/ and an epimorphism a: A -* .4 such that ce (1) is an isomorphism.
In the situation above, the morphism/may be extended to a morphism/: ,4-> B. Sinceis surjective, so is fa\ It follows from the Implicit Function Theorem that /is surjective (A, B are convergent power series rings). Hence/is surjective. We will now show how the Theorem of Completeness follows from Kuranishi's Theorem. Proof. Adjoin to the prime field the coefficients of the defining equations for the Vn and maps <j>n. We obtain a field k<^K over which K has infinite transcendence degree (K is a universal domain), k is the ground field for specializations, etc. Consideration of the irreducible components of the Vn shows that we may reduce to the case in which the Vn are irreducible (pigeon-hole principle). Let gn be a generic point for Vn and Pn its image in V0. Pn + 1 is a specialization of P". Thus there is an N so that the Pn with n g N are generic specializations of each other. Proof. Observe that in the expansion of yf, only the coefficients of x' with \I\Sk (multi-index notation!) make any contribution to the problem. Thus, we may write (2) yV= 2
UlSfc
The y(k), may be taken as coordinates for a point in an affine space C*. (l)fc imposes polynomial relations on the coordinates of this point. Hence there is an affine variety Vk in CN* whose points correspond, via (2), to solutions of (l)t. The projection map Cw* + i-^Cw* takes Vk to Vk_1. We obtain a sequence of affine varieties over Cas in Lemma 2.1. By the Lemma, there is a point in proj lim Vk which, clearly, corresponds to a formal solution off(x,y) = 0. Now apply Artin's
We will need a more general result: Theorem 2.3. Let 3tl5..., 9Im, S3,,.. .,S8N be proper ideals in C{x}. Let fix, y) e C{x, y), i = 1,..., m.
Let Hi,..., uN e C{x}. Suppose that for each k we have yik) e C{x} with no constant term such that
(1)* f{x,yik\x))e% + mk + 1, jf = «, mod(58v + 9Jcfc+1).
Then there are yv s C{x} with no constant term such that
(1) oo f(x, y(x)) e %, yv = uv mod 93v.
Proof. Let aiu e C{x} generate bvl e C{x} generate 93v. As before, we write yf) = 1\nsk yVi x'. The conditions (l)fc are equivalent to the existence of cfj?, d(vk) e C, z\k\ w$ e C{x} with no constant term, such that f(x, /k\x)) -2 V® + #)K = 0 CHRk + 1), Proof. Let A = C{x}j% P = C{j}/33, C=C{z}/(£ with % = {fx,.. .,fa), 23 = (gi, • • ■, gb), © = (Ai,..., hc). The map w is described by zv e C{y} without constant term such that hk(z(y)) e S3 for all k. Similarly, v is described by 'zv e C{x} such that hk('z(x)) e 91. A map u is described by yß e C{x} such that gi(y(x)) e 91 and the condition uw = v is exactly zv(y(x)) = 'zv(x) mod 91. Thus, we must show the existence of a convergent solution of gi(y(x)) e 91, zv(y(x)) -'zv(x) e 91.
We are given solutions mod W + 1 for each k. So, by Theorem 2.3, there is a convergent solution. The second assertion is proved by applying Theorem 2.3 with
Remark. Generalizations of the other Artin Theorems can be proved similarly.
3. A theorem of completeness. In §1 we showed how to obtain a completeness theorem for a quasi-representable functor P. No special assumptions were made about the nature of F. If F is not known to be quasi-representable, it is more difficult to prove a completeness theorem. In this section we will prove the completeness theorem when F is the deformation functor of a compact analytic space An. This proof uses (1) a sort of formal quasi-representability for F which follows from the work of Schlessinger [10] ; (2) the relative form of Douady's Theorem as proved in [9] and [12]; and (3) the generalization of Artin's Theorems which we proved in §2. If the full strength of Schlessinger's results are used, it is possible to avoid the use of the results of §2 by showing directly that maps at each level can be chosen compatibly. There seemed to be no point in doing this, however.
We first prove a generalization of Proposition 1.5. (ii) A"(Z>) F(P) is bijective.
If F(C) is a point (which is the case for a deformation functor), it follows that (iii) hR(B) ->■ F(l?) is surjective for all P e j^0. Thus, for F a deformation functor, (R, g) represents a formal family which is formally complete.
In what follows, F is a covariant functor from s/ to (Sets) such that F(C) is a point. We will say F has a hull if its restriction to s#0 has a hull. Remark. It should be observed that only properties (ii) and (iii) of a hull are used. We do not use the full strength of the hypothesis.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let (R, rj), rj = {-qn}, be a hull for F. For each n we obtain /": P(n> -> A™ such that F(fn)(Vn) = gn\ As in the proof of Theorem 1.8 we deduce that/i1' is injective. By Proposition 3.1,/n has a left inverse gn. Vn = F(gn)(gn)) so Theorem 3.6. If F is the deformation functor for a compact analytic space X0, then F has a hull.
Proof. Schlessinger provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a hull [10, Theorem 2.11] . To show that a deformation functor satisfies these conditions, one follows the same plan as in Schlessinger's paper for the algebraic deformation functor. The only task is to show that the sheaves of rings define there place on |A0| the structure of analytic space. This task is technical but not difficult.
Theorem 3.7. If F is the deformation functor for a compact analytic space X0, (A, £) a pair which is formally complete, then (A, f) is complete.
Proof. It is convenient here to switch to the dual formulation. Thus (A, f) corresponds to a family YjT of deformations of X0. Let XIS be another family of deformations. We have, for each n, a morphism /": Sw -> P(n) so that the family Yfn induced by/n is isomorphic to X(n) (X<n) is the restriction of X to S(n\ T(n) the space corresponding to Ain\ etc.).
Consider the functor \somT«s(Xxs{TxS), YxT(TxS)) (see [12] ). The maps X xs(Tx S)-+Tx S, y x r (P x S) ^ P x S are flat and proper. Thus, by the relative Douady Theorem (see [2] , [9] and [12] ), this functor is representable by an analytic space Sf over Tx S. The maps/": Sln) -> T, i": S(n) -> S (inclusion), provide a morphism Sw -> Px S. The isomorphism A<n)^ Yfn provides a morphism /": Sin) -*■ over Px5. In particular, the composition SM1-> -> Px 5* -> S is the inclusion. Moreover, on 5<0) all the /" coincide with the morphism Si0) -> y corresponding to the isomorphism given as part of the structure of the families. By Theorem 2.4 we obtain f:S->£f such that the composition S-> Sf ->PxS-> S is the identity. Let / denote the composition S->Sf->TxS^-T.
Then / corresponds to an isomorphism of the families X and Yf.
Combining the previous results we obtain Theorem of Completeness 3.8. Let F be the deformation functor of a compact analytic space X0. Let (A, £) be a pair such that A is regular and hA(D) F(D) is surjective, then (A, g) is complete.
